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	Untitled

	Project Title: UCLan Journalism - What is a Journalist? The Fundamentals
	Created by: Caroline Hawtin (Senior Lecturer in the School of Journalism, Media and Performance)
	Project Overview: Hi, I'm Caroline Hawtin, a Course Leader on the Journalism courses at UCLan.A journalist knows a little about a lot. What they don’t know they will seek to find out.They are not experts who pontificate about all, but they are experts in finding the experts. Journalists gather collected knowledge and sift through it to find out what is most interesting to their audience.A journalist will not accept a story being told on face-value, but will question the truth, find the truth and act as a conduit between those who know and those who wish to know. Journalists ask the questions the public needs to know the answers to.This project will show you how to develop some of these skills.
	What you will need: • A pen and paper.• Willing interviewees.• A mobile phone would be useful but is not essential.• Patience.• A dogged determination to seek out the truth!
	Your Brief: Task: Report on living through a pandemic.Part One:  Research and planning.Have a look at two or three online stories, written about people living through the Coronavirus pandemic. Avoid social media posts and instead focus on articles published by news sources.Look for:     • The angle – Which aspect(s) of the story have they used to grab the reader’s attention?     • The introduction – What is new and relevant to the audience?     • The structure – How the story is told. What is the order in which the information is written?     • The information – What is included within the story?     • Quotes – Whose voices are included in the story? How are their words and ideas presented?     • Style – Language use (is it persuasive, powerful, emotional, dramatic, objective?)Part Two: Writing your own story entitled 'Living in a Pandemic'.•  Set up interviews with people who are isolating with you, in your home – let them know why    you need them.•  Talk to them about how they are coping. Here are a few questions to get your started:        - What are you finding difficult?        - What scares you the most?        - What do you miss the most?        - If you’re a sports/music/theatre/fashion fan, how is this impacting on you?        - What are you doing to satisfy your interest in sport/music/theatre/fashion?        - How have you adapted?        - How is isolation affecting your mental health?•  Make notes of their answers and/or record them on your phone (but get their permission first!)•  Write your own story in approx. 250-350 words.        - What is your angle? (i.e. what part of the story is most interesting to your audience?)        - Keep your introduction short and sweet – try and keep it between 10-15 words and           make sure it tells your reader what the story is about.        - Go through your interview(s) and identify which comments or quotes are the most           interesting. Which ones do you think would interest your reader the most?        - Give your story to someone else to read. Does it make sense to them? Is your writing            clear and interesting?
	UCLan courses linked to this project: BA (Hons) International Journalism: www.uclan.ac.uk/p502BA (Hons) Multimedia Journalism: www.uclan.ac.uk/p500BA (Hons) Sports Journalism: www.uclan.ac.uk/p501
	What skills will this project enhance: •  Writing skills; the ability to communicate ideas quickly and clearly.•  Good judgment in assessing what makes a news story interesting.•  Research and analysis of findings.•  The importance of learning from others.•  Sensitivity and diplomacy; this is a difficult time, and your interviewees will appreciate a    kind and considered approach. 


